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Project Management:A Practical Guide for Success (Crisp)Crisp Learning, 2002


	Everyone manages projects from time to time. For example, students manage a

	project fulfilling class requirements. The do-it-yourselfer manages a project furng

	or building something around the house. A host manages a social event. These

	people can capitalize on the same concepts of project management as those used by

	engineers,...
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Microsoft Project 2003 Inside OutMicrosoft Press, 2004
Dig into Project 2003—and discover how you can really put your project  management skills to work! This supremely organized reference packs hundreds of  timesaving solutions, troubleshooting tips, and handy workarounds in concise,  fast-answer format. It’s all muscle and no fluff. Find the best and fastest ways  to perform everyday...
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RT EssentialsO'Reilly, 2005
In a typical organization, there's always plenty that to do  such as: pay vendors, invoice customers, answer customer inquiries, and fix bugs  in hardware or software. You need to know who wants what and keep track of what  is left to do.

This is where a ticketing system comes in. A ticketing  system...
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Microsoft Exchange Server 2013 PowerShell Cookbook: Second EditionPackt Publishing, 2013

	Benefit from over 120 recipes that tackle the everyday issues that arise with Microsoft Exchange Server. Using PowerShell you'll learn to add scripts that provide new functions and efficiencies. Only basic knowledge required.


	Overview

	
		Newly updated and improved for Exchange Server 2013 and PowerShell...
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Color Image Processing: Methods and ApplicationsCRC Press, 2006
Over the last two decades, we have witnessed an explosive growth in both the diversity of techniques and the range of applications of image processing. However, the area of color image processing is still sporadically covered, despite having become commonplace, with consumers choosing the convenience of color imaging over traditional grayscale...
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Cinder Creative Coding CookbookPackt Publishing, 2013

	If you know C++ this book takes your creative potential to a whole other level. The practical recipes show you how to create interactive and visually dynamic applications using Cinder which will excite and delight your audience.


	Overview

	
		Learn powerful techniques for building creative applications using...
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Biomedical Image Analysis: Tracking (Synthesis Lectures on Image, Video, & Multimedia Processing)Morgan and Claypool Publishers, 2006
In biological and medical imaging applications, tracking objects in motion is a critical task. This book describes the state-of-the-art in biomedical tracking techniques. We begin by detailing methods for tracking using active contours, which have been highly successful in biomedical applications. The book next covers the major probabilistic...
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Yahoo! Web Analytics: Tracking, Reporting, and Analyzing for Data-Driven InsightsSybex, 2009
Yahoo! Web Analytics teaches readers how to collect data, report on that data, and derive useful insights using Yahoo!’s free Web analytics tool . This detailed resource from Yahoo!’s Director of Data Insights discusses the why of Web analytics as well as the how while revealing secrets and tricks not documented elsewhere. The...
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ModSecurity HandbookFeisty Duck, 2010

	ModSecurity Handbook is the definitive guide to ModSecurity, a popular open source web application firewall. Written by Ivan Ristic, who designed and wrote much of ModSecurity, this book will teach you everything you need to know to monitor the activity on your web sites and protect them from attack. Situated between your web sites and the...
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Car PC HacksO'Reilly, 2005
A car PC or carputer is a car tricked-out with electronics for playing radio, music and DVD movies, connecting to the Internet, navigating and tracking with satellite, taking photos, and any electronic gadget a person wants in a car. All these devices are managed and controlled through a single screen or interface. The only place car PC enthusiasts...
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Microsoft XNA Game Studio Creator's Guide, Second EditionMcGraw-Hill, 2009

	Publisher's Note: Products purchased from Third Party sellers are not guaranteed by the publisher for quality, authenticity, or access to any online entitlements included with the product.



	Bring your PC, Zune, and Xbox gaming visions to life with Microsoft XNA Game Studio


	Develop...
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Pro Windows Server AppFabric (Beginning)Apress, 2010

	This book will teach you all about Windows Server AppFabric (code-named “Dublin”),a set of extensions to Windows Server that allow it to function as a lightweight, application server. The combination of Windows Server and AppFabric provides an easy-to-manage platform for developing, deploying, and reliably hosting middle-tier...
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